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Abstract

Modal verbs, such as can, may, and must, are001
commonly used in our daily communication002
to convey the speaker’s perspective related to003
the likelihood and/or mode of the proposition004
(Lyons, 1977; Quirk et al., 1985). They can005
differ greatly in meaning depending on how006
they’re used and the context of a sentence (e.g.007
“They must help each other out.” vs. “They008
must have helped each other out.”) Despite009
their practical importance in areas such as natu-010
ral language understanding, linguists have yet011
to agree on a single, prominent framework012
for the categorization of modal verb senses013
(Palmer, 1990; Portner, 2009; Kratzer, 2012;014
Nissim et al., 2013; Torres-Martínez, 2019;015
Brennan, 1993). This lack of agreement stems016
from high degrees of flexibility and polysemy017
from the modal verbs, making it more difficult018
for researchers to incorporate insights from this019
family of words into their work. As a tool to020
help navigate this issue, we present MoVerb021
which consists of 4.5K annotated sentences022
from social conversations in Empathetic Di-023
alogues (Rashkin et al., 2019), with each sen-024
tence being annotated using two different theo-025
retical frameworks of modal verb senses. We026
offer insight into the challenges of modal verb027
ambiguity and suggest modifications when an-028
notating them for downstream NLP tasks. Our029
dataset will be publicly available upon accep-030
tance.1031

1 Introduction032

Modal verbs (also referred to as modal operators,033

modals, or modal auxiliaries (Imre, 2017)) convey034

important semantic information about a situation035

that is being described or the speaker’s perspective036

related to the likelihood and/or mode of the propo-037

sition (Lyons, 1977; Quirk et al., 1985). We will038

use eight core modal verbs in our study: can, could,039

may, might, must, will, would, and should. Shall040

is also another core modal verb, but we exclude it041
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from our study since there are too few instances of 042

it in our conversational dataset. 2 043

Because of the widespread use of modal verbs in 044

our daily lives, achieving a good understanding of 045

them is essential for core semantic understanding. 046

In both linguistics and NLP, however, there is no 047

unifying consensus on how to organize these words 048

(Palmer, 1990; Portner, 2009; Kratzer, 2012; Nis- 049

sim et al., 2013; Torres-Martínez, 2019; Brennan, 050

1993). One reason for this indeterminacy is the flex- 051

ibility of their meanings and lack of a straightfor- 052

ward definition (Nuyts et al., 2005). Modal verbs 053

have nuanced meanings, and their interpretation is 054

often determined by who is listening. If a speaker 055

says, “I can go to the event today”, it can mean that 056

they are capable of going to the event (perhaps they 057

made the time for the party); Alternatively, if the 058

speaker is a minor, the listener may interpret that as 059

having permission from their parents. As such, cat- 060

egorizing modal verbs requires more attention than 061

many other linguistic features, such as tense, where 062

each category is defined by something’s place in 063

time and thus can be much more objective. 064

Although there is some debate as to whether we 065

should focus on modality as a whole since it can 066

be expressed with other vocabulary not limited to 067

modal verbs (Nissim et al., 2013; Pyatkin et al., 068

2021), we argue that modal verbs by themselves 069

offer enough complexity. There are still down- 070

stream NLP tasks that would benefit from better 071

modal verb categorization. Difficulty with modal 072

verb understanding can cause confusion in seman- 073

tic similarity tasks. Using a RoBERTa Huggingface 074

model pretrained on the Microsoft Research Para- 075

phrase Corpus (MRPC) subset of the General Lan- 076

guage Understanding Evaluation (GLUE) dataset, 077
3 we saw that given some original sentence, the 078

model sometimes would mark all possible senses 079

2shall is more likely to be used in legal contexts (Coates
and Leech, 1980), which is outside the scope of this study.

3textattack/roberta-base-MRPC
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as correct, even when there was an option that was080

clearly more likely than the others. For example,081

given the sentence, “My parents said I can go”, the082

model would flag all following three as semanti-083

cally equivalent by a score of at least 0.73: “My084

parents said I have the ability to go.’, “My par-085

ents said I might go.”, and “My parents said I have086

permission to go”.4087

As another example, we generated paraphrases088

for the Empathetic Dialogues dataset (Rashkin089

et al., 2019) using the T5 Parrot paraphraser090

(Damodaran, 2021) in the Huggingface library5.091

This revealed that 1951 out of 2490 (78.35%) para-092

phrases created for 865 sentences 6 kept their orig-093

inal modal verbs. Thus, being able to correctly094

identify and paraphrase the sense of a modal verb095

can greatly increase variety in paraphrasing.096

Identifying the meaning and purpose of modal097

verbs also entails an overall improvement of natural098

language understanding (NLU). Thus any down-099

stream NLU task could potentially improve from a100

better understanding of how to identify modal verb101

senses in NLP. As such, our work can contribute to102

improving the effectiveness and accuracy of tasks,103

such as inference drawing, speaker motivation de-104

tection, paraphrasing, and question answering.105

We present a new dataset, MoVerb, containing106

4.5K annotated English sentences with their modal107

verb categories in conversational utterances. We108

decided to annotate conversational datasets since109

spoken, casual text is arguably more flexible and110

nuanced compared to language from other domains,111

and therefore could reap the most benefits from bet-112

ter modal verb classifications. Additionally, modal113

verbs are often used with verbs that express one’s114

personal state or stance, such as admit, imagine,115

and resist (Krug, 2002), meaning we can utilize116

them for better speaker intention identification or117

sentiment analysis as well.118

To the best of our knowledge, this study pro-119

vides the first empirical comparison of two modal120

verb frameworks with annotated datasets, evaluat-121

ing the practicality of these different theoretical122

frameworks. Our study shows a clear inclination123

towards one of the two frameworks, and quantita-124

tively shows how humans struggle with the task.125

We hope this paper will reintroduce a discussion of126

40.978, 0.732, and 0.988 respectively
5prithivida/parrot_paraphraser_on_T5
6We removed utterances with multiple sentences, since

paraphrase models will sometimes drop a sentence in an at-
tempt to create a "new" paraphrase.

how we can utilize this family of words to improve 127

results in other areas. 128

Our main contributions through this paper are: 129

1. MoVerb: An annotated conversational domain 130

dataset containing two types of labels for 131

modal verbs in 4.5K English sentences. We 132

use the majority rule to determine the final 133

label, so our dataset is split into two: the first 134

consisting of utterances with a single final la- 135

bel determined by majority, and the second 136

consisting of utterances with complete dis- 137

agreement (Tables 1, 4). 138

2. An in-depth discussion on the challenges of 139

annotating modal verbs and suggestions for 140

alleviating them. We also show that our data 141

can be used in model training and that there 142

is plenty of room for improvement in cross- 143

domain instances. Our fine-tuned classifiers 144

will be released to the public along with our 145

dataset. 146

Throughout the paper, we use italics for both 147

modal verbs and annotation labels, in order to 148

differentiate them from regular English text. In 149

§2, we discuss the background and novelty of our 150

work compared to prior work on modal verb un- 151

derstanding. In §3, we share our thought process 152

and methodology for collecting this data, and we 153

discuss our findings in §4. Finally, we wrap up the 154

paper with notes on limitations, future work, and 155

ethical considerations in §5 and §6. 156

2 Related work 157

There are various linguistic studies about modal 158

verbs and their categorization theories (Quirk et al., 159

1985; Palmer, 1990; Lyons, 1977; Kratzer, 2012; 160

Mindt, 2000; Aarts et al., 2021). However, despite 161

attempts to reconcile them (Duran et al., 2021), 162

the multitude in variation makes it unclear which 163

theory and framework would work best for vari- 164

ous NLP tasks (Figure 9 in Appendix). Having a 165

dataset annotated using multiple modal verb frame- 166

works would help researchers experiment and de- 167

cide, but that dataset is yet to be built. To the 168

best of our knowledge, there is no English dataset 169

dedicated to the labeling of modal verbs in the con- 170

versation domain. 171

A similar resource available to us is a dataset fo- 172

cusing on subjectivity analysis (Ruppenhofer and 173

Rehbein, 2012). Ruppenhofer and Rehbein (R&R) 174

annotate modal verbs in sentences from opinions 175
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Sentences with complete agreement (↓) Annotator 1 Annotator 2 Annotator 3
Usually moving your body helps but it depends
on her situation... i would get a 2nd opinion!

volition volition volition

I bought a lottery ticket and have a feeling I will win. prediction prediction prediction
That is really sweet of them. Must have been a big party. necessity necessity necessity
I get it.. but you know life really is too short.. i
think you should try to reach out! Do it!:)

obligation obligation obligation

Sentences with complete disagreement (↓) Annotator 1 Annotator 2 Annotator 3
That must have been terrible. Were you okay? inference necessity possibility
I am going to a drink and paint party to-
morrow. It should be pretty fun!

inference necessity prediction

I am stressed by my blood test results
that I will have tomorrow.

ability necessity prediction

And that is something you should never do, good on you. ability obligation permission
I work remotely, I wish that you could
do something like that as well.

ability permission possibility

Table 1: Annotation examples from MoVerb for complete agreement and disagreement among three annotators.
Note that necessity here refers to logical necessity, not social or physical necessities.

and speculations specifically in the news domain176

(Wiebe et al., 2005). However, news commentators177

talk about different subjects and use a distinctive178

variety of vocabulary, implying that a domain shift179

problem will occur if we attempt to use this dataset180

for conversational tasks (Li et al., 2019). Krug181

has shown that modal verbs in different domains,182

namely conversational and academic, have quite183

dissimilar distributions. Additionally, R&R do not184

include would and will in their annotations, mak-185

ing their dataset unsuitable for analyzing conver-186

sational English. Would and will are 1st and 3rd187

when we rank modal verbs by their frequencies in188

spoken English (Mindt, 2000; Krug, 2002).7189

We should also note that there is a slight differ-190

ence in our annotation frameworks. R&R create a191

different schema of their own, building off of work192

by Baker et al. and Palmer. We do not use the exact193

same schema since we are more interested in apply-194

ing traditional linguistic theories. However, we are195

still able to compare results, since we also heavily196

use Palmer’s work, and 97.57% of the annotations197

in the R&R dataset are either dynamic, deontic, or198

epistemic.199

Another similar dataset is an annotated multilin-200

gual corpus on modality by Nissim et al. (Nissim201

et al., 2013). In this work, they use conversational202

English for a portion of their dataset, but their focus203

7As of August 2022, the Corpus of Contemporary Ameri-
can English (COCA) dataset https://www.wordfrequency.
info shows will and would being the 47th and 49th most
common words overall. For comparison, shall is 1090th.

is on modality in general. Thus, they only annotate 204

32 modal verbs over 7 categories (will, might, can, 205

may, would, could, and should). Despite this ex- 206

isting dataset on modality as a whole, we felt that 207

a dataset focused on modal verbs was necessary 208

because of the ample complexities of modal verbs 209

even on their own. 210

3 MoVerb: Annotated Modal Verb Dataset 211

3.1 Frameworks: Quirk vs. Palmer 212

We use two labeling frameworks in our dataset 213

annotations (Table 2). Although there are other 214

linguists who support the theory behind these cat- 215

egories, we will call them Quirk’s Categories and 216

Palmer’s Categories for convenience. Proposed cat- 217

egories all build upon each other so it is difficult to 218

credit a single linguist (Table 9 in Appendix). How- 219

ever, both were influential in spreading the frame- 220

works, and we primarily depend on their work for 221

explanations and examples. The labels we use are 222

as follows: 223

1. Quirk’s categories consist of eight labels: pos- 224

sibility, ability, permission, logical necessity 225

(abbrev. necessity), obligation/compulsion 226

(abbrev. obligation), tentative inference (ab- 227

brev. inference), prediction, and volition. 228

While each category definition may be in- 229

ferred by their names, but we include more 230

information on them in Figures 3, 4 in Ap- 231

pendix A. 232
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possibility prediction inference necessity ability volition permission obligation
deontic 50 21 22 27 42 31 22 288
epistemic 454 307 120 317 110 12 1 10
dynamic 197 172 13 11 758 194 22 22

Table 2: Contingency table showing the frequency distribution between Quirk’s and Palmer’s categories.

2. Palmer’s categories consist of three labels:233

deontic, epistemic, and dynamic. A deon-234

tic modal verb influences a thought, action,235

or event by giving permission, expressing an236

obligation, or making a promise or threat. An237

epistemic one is concerned with matters of238

knowledge or belief and with the possibility239

of whether or not something is true. Lastly, dy-240

namic modal verbs are related to the volition241

or ability of the speaker or subject, in other242

words, some circumstantial possibility involv-243

ing an individual (Figures 5, 6 in Appendix244

A).245

There is a degree of alignment between Quirk’s246

categories and Palmer’s categories that makes con-247

verting one to the other seem feasible. A number248

of prominent linguists support the existence and249

alignment of both categories (Palmer, 1986; Quirk250

et al., 1985). However, we do not incorporate that251

mapping into our analysis because these bigger cat-252

egories often contain an element of linguistic con-253

tinuum. This means that the labels are on a scale254

and not in buckets, making it harder to annotate255

sentences that are in the middle of two labels. In256

other words, we do not have a quantitative method257

of determining where one category ends and the258

other starts (Figure 10 in Appendix).259

3.2 Data Collection260

We chose the Empathetic Dialogues dataset261

(Rashkin et al., 2019) for our annotation task be-262

cause of its variety of utterances in the conversa-263

tional domain and wide usage in social dialogues.264

Here, we define utterance as a speaker’s output in265

a single turn - this could be one or more sentences.266

We extracted utterances containing only one modal267

verb by detecting them using the SpaCy’s POS tag-268

ger and lemmetizer (Honnibal and Montani, 2017).269

We focused on utterances containing one modal270

verb for simplicity, to avoid modal verb annota-271

tions from influencing each other. We conjectured272

that modal verbs in the same utterances were more273

likely to be given the same label, even if they meant274

different things. We included utterances containing275

can/ may/ must should will/
could might would

possibility o o x x x
ability o x x x x
permission o o x x x
necessity x x o x x
obligation x x o o x
inference x x x o x
prediction x x x x o
volition x x x x o

Table 3: Label to modal verb mapping as defined by
Quirk

more than one sentence (as long as it used only 276

one modal verb) in order to retain as much context 277

as possible. In this way, we separated out the first 278

4540 utterances containing single modal verbs, ex- 279

cept for may and might, which we collected and 280

used all of due to scarcity (Figure 11 in Appendix). 281

After finalizing our candidate sentences to anno- 282

tate, we utilized Amazon Mechanical Turk (MTurk) 283

to gather crowd-sourced labels for each modal verb. 284

Three annotations were collected for each of the 285

4540 utterances and assigned final labels based 286

on majority voting (Table 4). Our HIT (Human 287

Intelligence Tasks) form is included in Appendix 288

A. We limited our MTurk pool to Master workers 289

(high-performing workers) living in the US. Each 290

worker was allowed to annotate as many HITs as 291

they wanted and were only prevented from work- 292

ing on further HITs when we noticed issues in their 293

annotation quality. The issues were detected based 294

on their frequency of disagreement with others and 295

deviation from Quirk’s mappings, where he laid 296

out which labels could be assigned to which modal 297

verbs (Table 3). However, we set the threshold high 298

enough so that we would only filter out the top 1% 299

of whose responses consistently deviated from both 300

their follow annotators and Quirk’s mappings. We 301

deemed that a high deviation from both implied 302

more randomness than genuine subjective differ- 303

ences. Unfortunately, we could not filter things out 304

for Palmer’s categories, since each category has 305
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will would should may might must could can total
possibility 50 61 7 128 324 0 119 96 785 (0.22%)
ability 14 24 0 0 0 1 302 657 998 (0.28%)
permission 2 4 4 19 1 0 10 12 52 (0.01%)
necessity 7 12 13 0 0 334 3 1 370 (0.1%)
obligation 5 6 307 1 0 18 0 4 341 (0.1%)
inference 6 42 45 2 11 73 1 1 181 (0.05%)
prediction 351 183 19 0 5 4 4 3 569 (0.16%)
volition 129 92 11 3 6 1 6 6 254 (0.07%)
total 564 424 406 153 347 431 445 780 3550

0.16% 0.12% 0.11% 0.04% 0.1% 0.12% 0.13% 0.22%
epistemic 283 269 78 99 232 479 118 161 1719 (42%)
deontic 32 65 437 25 18 35 27 52 691 (16.9%)
dynamic 336 258 29 37 108 6 315 592 1681 (41.1%)
totals 651 592 544 161 358 520 460 805 4091

0.16% 0.14% 0.13% 0.04% 0.09% 0.13% 0.11% 0.20%

Table 4: Contingency table for annotations in adjusted dataset. See Figures 11, 12 and, 13 in Appendix C for a
corresponding visual)

less stringent restrictions on which modal verbs306

can be assigned to them. In other words, there307

is no clean and unsupervised method of quickly308

determining data quality.309

3.3 Post-analysis on Annotations310

Figure 1: Frequency of disagreement between pairs of
Quirk’s categories. By disagreement, we mean when
two annotators do not choose the same label for some
given utterance. Each utterance can have 3 counts of
disagreements because there are 3 possible annotation
pairs.

Modal verbs are notoriously difficult to catego-311

rize (Torres-Martínez, 2019), especially when there312

is room for interpretation. This can come as a sur-313

prise considering the simple labels of Quirk’s cate-314

gories and limited number of options for Palmer’s315

categories. After each HIT, we asked workers to316

rate the clarity and difficulty of the task, where 10 317

represented clearest or most difficult. The corre- 318

lation between these two variables was -0.456 for 319

Quirk’s categories and -0.441 for Palmer’s cate- 320

gories, showing a significant, but limited negative 321

correlation between the difficulty and clarity of the 322

task. 323

When reviewing the annotations after our final 324

collection, we noticed there were some common 325

disagreements in the annotations using Quirk’s 326

framework (Figure 1). These pairs happened so fre- 327

quently that our percent agreement value reached 328

only 0.58. However, it seemed that annotators were 329

choosing different labels despite interpreting sen- 330

tences in similar ways, as opposed to truly diverg- 331

ing on how the modal verb affected the utterance. 332

For example, from Figure 1, we can see that in- 333

ference and (logical) necessity are co-occurring in 334

high frequencies. Sentences like “You must have 335

been so happy” and “You must have been so scared” 336

in the dataset often both had at least one (logical) 337

necessity and inference annotations each. We can 338

infer from the similarity of how the modal verb is 339

used throughout the dataset that these labels are per- 340

haps being used interchangeably. This illustrates 341

how theoretical frameworks can be interpreted dif- 342

ferently in practice. 343

Another common behavior was that annotators 344

sometimes seemed to label sentences based on what 345

could be inferred. For example, a sentence like “I 346

may go to the store today” was often labeled as 347
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both ability and possibility. One could argue that348

this may represents ability, since it indicates that349

the user has the ability to go to the store today or350

that the information regarding the speaker’s ability351

is most important. However, one could also argue352

that the annotator is then labelling what can be353

inferred from the utterance, not necessarily what354

the modal verb semantically represents.355

The percent agreement value, at 0.60, was not356

high for Palmer’s categories either. In Figure 14,357

we see the frequency of disagreement pairs show-358

ing a high occurrence of annotators disagreeing359

between dynamic and epistemic. This is not sur-360

prising given that possibility is often considered361

epistemic, ability is dynamic (Palmer, 1990), and362

the two Quirk categories are one of the most com-363

mon disagreeing pairs (Figure 1).364

3.4 Addressing Data Subjectivity365

Given that we provide full sets of definitions and366

multiple examples, we argue that these disagree-367

ments highlight the flexibility and ambiguity that368

have plagued linguists for decades, emphasizing369

the subjectivity of modal verbs. Using the example370

above, subjectivity determines whether the listener371

believes the speaker’s ability (perhaps they now372

have time to go to the store) is the main takeaway373

of the utterance or whether it is the possibility that374

they will go. Quirk’s mappings were not used to375

limit annotator options in the MTurk form since we376

wanted annotators to select labels on their own with377

minimal input from us. The added flexibility led to378

lower inter-annotator agreement levels, but this is379

inevitable for subjective annotations (Leonardelli380

et al., 2021; Basile, 2020; Aroyo and Welty, 2015).381

3.5 Suggestions for future data collection382

Going forward, we propose working with Quirk’s383

categories over Palmer’s categories. Despite the384

significantly fewer labels, the percentage agree-385

ment value for Palmer’s categories was weak and386

similar to that of Quirk’s categories’. One poten-387

tial reason is that the framework doesn’t categorize388

modal verbs in a way that is intuitive to lay people.389

Another reason could be that the unfamiliar cate-390

gory names added a layer of complication to the391

task.392

However, although Quirk’s categories work very393

well theoretically, the amount of overlap and am-394

biguity that exists can still be challenging when395

using crowd-sourcing to annotate them. Two sim-396

ple solutions to this may be to give a clear order397

of priority (For example, which label should an- 398

notators choose when they are stuck between two 399

options?) and to rename the labels so it becomes 400

clearer how one could compare them (perhaps pre- 401

diction could be named highest possibility, while 402

possibility is renamed to average possibility). 403

4 Evaluation 404

4.1 Experiment design 405

After the data preparation, our next focus was 406

to observe how trainable models were using this 407

dataset (Section 4.2) and to see how transferable 408

that knowledge was to other domains, namely the 409

news opinion domain (Section 4.3). 410

For the first experiment, we split our datasets 411

into train-validation-test ratios of 80-10-10. For the 412

second experiment, since transferability was the 413

focus, we used one dataset for the training data and 414

another for both the validation and test set. We ran 415

this with both a Palmer’s categories → R&R and 416

R&R → Palmer’s categories combination. Addi- 417

tionally, since we initially surmised that the lack 418

of will/would examples in the R&R dataset would 419

cause issues, we conducted the same experiment 420

with those modal verbs removed from Palmer’s 421

categories to observe the effect of not including 422

will/would (Table 6). 423

For all experiments, we ran 10-fold cross vali- 424

dations and used an early stopping callback that 425

would get triggered once the F1 value stopped in- 426

creasing by at least 0.01. For learning rates, we 427

tested among 5e− 6, 1e− 5, and 2e− 5, and used 428

the weighted F1 score for evaluation. Addition- 429

ally, we used the Pytorch Lightning library. We use 430

a Pytorch Lightning Transformer model with an 431

Adam epsilon of 1e-8, and a batch size of 32. Addi- 432

tionally, our trainer used GPU acceleration with a 433

GeForce RTX 3090 using the DistributedDataParal- 434

lel strategy. Our training lasted for approximately 435

3 hours for each dataset/model combination. 436

We fine-tuned six Transformer-based models 437

(Vaswani et al., 2017) from Huggingface Trans- 438

formers (Wolf et al., 2019): ALBERTbase (Lan 439

et al., 2019), BERT (both base and large) (Devlin 440

et al., 2019), RoBERTa (both base and large) (Liu 441

et al., 2019), and DistilBERTbase (Sanh et al., 2019) 442

(Tables 10, 11). In all runs, the RoBERTa models 443

showed the best test F1 scores (Tables 10, 11). 444
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Dataset Validation F1 Test F1
Quirk 0.7898 0.8222
Palmer 0.7708 0.7836
R&R 0.8331 0.856

Table 5: Best-performing F1 scores averaged over a
10-fold cross validation. We select the best F1 scores
out of various model and learning rate combinations.
For a more complete table, see Table 10.

Dataset Val. F1 Test F1
Palmer→R&R 0.754 0.6144
R&R →Palmer 0.865 0.6637
Palmer (w/o w2)→R&R 0.8023 0.6974
R&R →Palmer (w/o w2) 0.865 0.7593

Table 6: Observing cross-domain transferability. We
use w2 to represent will/would in the interest of space.

4.2 Single-Domain Classification445

From Table 5, we observe that MoVerb can in-446

deed be used to train Transformer-based models447

(Vaswani et al., 2017) on how to label modal verbs.448

The table shows that Quirk’s categories does better449

at training models compared to Palmer’s categories.450

We know that the framework itself isn’t what is451

causing the disagreement, since R&R uses simi-452

lar annotations as Palmer’s categories but has a453

higher model performance than Quirk’s categories.454

However, we also wonder whether this raised per-455

formance could be attributed to the lack of wills456

and woulds, which were common in our Disagree-457

ment subset. Final statistics for our two subsets can458

be found in Table 9.459

4.3 Cross-Domain Transferability460

We also applied the classifiers trained on MoVerb461

(Palmer’s categories) to the R&R news opinion do-462

main dataset8 in order to see how our classification463

model might perform in another domain (Table464

6). As mentioned in Section 2, this dataset uses a465

slightly modified framework, adding three more la-466

bels to Palmer’s categories. However, we removed467

them in our experiment since they only made up468

3.2% of the dataset we extracted. We also filtered469

out sentences with more than one modal verb in or-470

der to mirror what we use in Empathetic Dialogues471

(Rashkin et al., 2019).472

We see that our models struggled significantly473

when the training data and test data came from474

8Downloaded from
http://ruppenhofer.de/pages/Data%20sets.html

different sources (Tables 6, 11). Utterances from 475

a conversational dataset are bound to be different 476

from opinions extracted from news sources due to 477

the nature of their content. Table 7 shows their 478

differences in terms of modal verbs and labels. We 479

additionally ran the same experiment after remov- 480

ing will/would from MoVerb (Palmer’s categories) 481

to see the extent to which the lack of these two 482

labels affected the F1 scores. The scores rose sig- 483

nificantly for both directions, but still leave much 484

to be desired (Table 6). 485

5 Conclusion 486

We compared two linguistic frameworks by crowd- 487

sourcing annotations for 4.5K sentences. Our work 488

shows that within MoVerb, Quirk’s categories are 489

better suited for supervised NLP tasks due to the 490

greater ease at which annotators seem to label 491

the modal verbs, better performance on the Trans- 492

former models, and the more fine-grained labels 493

compared to Palmer’s categories. 494

Additionally, we analyzed patterns found in the 495

annotations and offered potential reasons and solu- 496

tions to the issues found. Our dataset is available 497

to the public anonymized and we hope that it will 498

provide helpful information and insights for other 499

studies as well. Each framework’s dataset will be 500

split into two subsets: those with a label major- 501

ity with at least 2 annotators agreeing with each 502

other (Agreement subset) and those where there 503

were absolutely no agreement among annotators 504

(Disagreement subset9) (Table 9). Our fine-tuned 505

classifiers are also released with the dataset for 506

those who need an easy-to-use modal verb intent 507

classifier or find that it can help performance in 508

other tasks when combined with other resources. 509

6 Future Work 510

Methods of how to annotate subjective data have 511

been explored by many (Basile, 2020; Akhtar and 512

Patti, 2019; Aroyo and Welty, 2015). These works 513

present how to modify your data or framework, 514

so that disagreement is not treated as noise. We 515

believe out dataset can be used for these shared 516

approaches and believe it would be a worthwhile 517

next step. 518

Other steps to advance this work would be to 519

use the dataset for specific NLP tasks, such as para- 520

phrasing and bias detection. One way in which 521

9However, this disagreement subset is not used in our
experiments.
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Rank MoVerb-Palmer Ruppenhofer
Modal Verb Label Modal Verb Label

1 can (19.7%) epistemic (42.0%) can (29.5%) deontic (46.1%)
2 will (15.9%) dynamic (41.1%) should (22.4%) epistemic (27.6%)
3 would (14.5%) deontic (16.9%) could (19.7%) dynamic (26.3%)
4 should (13.3%) - must (14.8%) -
5 must (12.7%) - may (8.5%) -

Table 7: Modal verb and label distribution comparison

model verbs could be used in bias detection is to522

focus on permission and obligation modal verbs to523

see who seems to be receiving/giving permission524

more than average or who seems to be controlled525

by more social obligations. Or perhaps, one could526

investigate the annotations with complete disagree-527

ments and determine what caused those disagree-528

ments. Identifying what part of the sentence or529

context prompted certain annotations and lack of530

agreement would require high degrees of natural531

language understanding.532

Limitations533

We list several limitations to our work. The first534

is that our data forces a single label onto each ut-535

terance. This is beneficial for training models, but536

could also mean we are disregarding disagreements537

that could shed more light into how people interpret538

modal verbs. Secondly, this research does not con-539

sider modality in other languages, so our conclu-540

sions and insights can only be applied to languages541

that share the same modal verb morphology as En-542

glish. Lastly, this work only focuses on utterances543

with single modal verbs. We would need to con-544

duct more studies to determine how generalizable545

our work is to longer, more complicated sentences.546

This will be a time-consuming and expensive pro-547

cess; even with one modal verb, the subjectivity of548

the sentences and fluidity of the modal verbs makes549

manual inspection crucial to the process.550

Ethical Considerations551

We paid $1 for 20 annotated sentences on MTurk,552

which translated to an average hourly wage of $12.553

This is higher than both the federal and state mini-554

mum wage according to the State10 Department of555

Labor and Industry. Additionally, recognizing the556

fact that our HITS were not easy and that blocks557

can lead to terminated accounts, we utilized quali-558

10Replaced for anonymity.

fications11 to prevent workers from submitting ad- 559

ditional HITS to our project. 560
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A Mechanical Turk Instructions691

Figure 2: General instructions given to MTurk workers

692

Figure 3: Descriptions given to MTurk workers for Quirk’s categories

693

Figure 4: Examples given to MTurk workers for Quirk’s categories

694
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Figure 5: Descriptions given to MTurk workers for Palmer’s categories

695

Figure 6: Examples given to MTurk workers for Palmer’s categories

696

Figure 7: Sentences to annotate and the corresponding drop-down boxes for Quirk’s categories

697

Figure 8: Sentences to annotate and the corresponding drop-down boxes for Palmer’s categories

698
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B Modal Verb Categorization699

Figure 9: Comparision table from (Portner, 2009), showing how his categorization differs from others. This is
a well-created table illustrating how both similar and different linguists can be in labeling modal verbs and their
senses.

700

Figure 10: In addition to the challenges of mapping extrinsic/intrinsic to epistemic/deontic/dynamic, Quirk illustrates
the finer categories as ranges within the bigger categories, as opposed to smaller buckets. This raises the risk of
incorrectly mapping Quirk’s categories to Palmer’s categories.

701
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C Dataset Statistics702

Figure 11: Modal verb distribution

703

Figure 12: Quirk’s categories label distribu-
tion. This chart only includes utterances that
had a majority label.

704

Figure 13: Palmer’s categories label distribu-
tion. This chart only includes utterances that
had a majority label.

705

Quirk’s categories
Modal verb Agreement Disagreement Total
will 564 166 730
would 424 280 704
should 406 172 578
may 153 26 179
might 347 48 395
must 431 112 543
could 445 63 508
can 780 121 901
total 3550 988 4538

Palmer’s categories
Modal verb Agreement Disagreement Total
will 651 79 730
would 592 113 705
should 544 34 578
may 161 18 179
might 358 37 395
must 520 23 543
could 460 48 508
can 805 96 901
total 4091 448 4539

Table 9: Proportion of agreements and disagreements
within the dataset. The totals do not add up to 4540 be-
cause of "unknown" labels, which we omitted from the
table due to low count, but are included in the dataset.

Figure 14: Frequency of disagreement between pairs of
annotations in Palmer’s categories. This uses the same
logic as Figure 1
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D Classification results706

Model Learning rate Dataset Validation F1 Test F1
ALBERTbase 5e-6 Quirk 0.7549 0.7936
BERTbase 5e-6 Quirk 0.7502 0.7766
BERTlarge 5e-6 Quirk 0.7788 0.8056
RoBERTabase 5e-6 Quirk 0.7921 0.8081
RoBERTalarge 5e-6 Quirk 0.7898 0.8222
DistilBERTbase 5e-6 Quirk 0.781 0.7919
ALBERTbase 1e-5 Quirk 0.6961 0.7267
BERTbase 1e-5 Quirk 0.7784 0.7839
BERTlarge 1e-5 Quirk 0.7799 0.8023
RoBERTabase 1e-5 Quirk 0.7872 0.8053
RoBERTalarge 1e-5 Quirk 0.7863 0.8062
DistilBERTbase 1e-5 Quirk 0.775 0.78
ALBERTbase 2e-5 Quirk 0.7022 0.7318
BERTbase 2e-5 Quirk 0.7774 0.7847
BERTlarge 2e-5 Quirk 0.7780 0.7919
RoBERTabase 2e-5 Quirk 0.7855 0.7988
RoBERTalarge 2e-5 Quirk 0.7742 0.7914
DistilBERTbase 2e-5 Quirk 0.7702 0.7780
ALBERTbase 5e-6 Palmer 0.7466 0.7558
BERTbase 5e-6 Palmer 0.7617 0.7549
BERTlarge 5e-6 Palmer 0.7522 0.7511
RoBERTabase 5e-6 Palmer 0.769 0.7751
RoBERTalarge 5e-6 Palmer 0.7708 0.7836
DistilBERTbase 5e-6 Palmer 0.7637 0.745
ALBERTbase 1e-5 Palmer 0.7363 0.7436
BERTbase 1e-5 Palmer 0.7435 0.7402
BERTlarge 1e-5 Palmer 0.7427 0.7468
RoBERTabase 1e-5 Palmer 0.7594 0.7676
RoBERTalarge 1e-5 Palmer 0.7609 0.7685
DistilBERTbase 1e-5 Palmer 0.7472 0.736
ALBERTbase 2e-5 Palmer 0.7436 0.7479
BERTbase 2e-5 Palmer 0.7366 0.7276
BERTlarge 2e-5 Palmer 0.7363 0.7416
RoBERTabase 2e-5 Palmer 0.7546 0.7657
RoBERTalarge 2e-5 Palmer 0.7054 0.7059
DistilBERTbase 2e-5 Palmer 0.7409 0.7281

Table 10: F1 scores for fine-tuned models trained using MoVerb, averaged over a 10-fold cross-validation.
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Model Learning rate Dataset Validation F1 Test F1
ALBERTbase 5e-6 Palmer → R&R 0.7426 0.474
BERTbase 5e-6 Palmer → R&R 0.7577 0.4288
BERTlarge 5e-6 Palmer → R&R 0.7572 0.4229
RoBERTabase 5e-6 Palmer → R&R 0.7689 0.5253
RoBERTalarge 5e-6 Palmer → R&R 0.7661 0.5478
DistilBERTbase 5e-6 Palmer → R&R 0.7574 0.4771
ALBERTbase 1e-5 Palmer → R&R 0.7116 0.4209
BERTbase 1e-5 Palmer → R&R 0.748 0.4844
BERTlarge 1e-5 Palmer → R&R 0.7457 0.5072
RoBERTabase 1e-5 Palmer → R&R 0.7541 0.5799
RoBERTalarge 1e-5 Palmer → R&R 0.7047 0.5775
DistilBERTbase 1e-5 Palmer → R&R 0.7419 0.5458
ALBERTbase 2e-5 Palmer → R&R 0.7364 0.5275
BERTbase 2e-5 Palmer → R&R 0.7418 0.5572
BERTlarge 2e-5 Palmer → R&R 0.7429 0.574
RoBERTabase 2e-5 Palmer → R&R 0.754 0.6144
RoBERTalarge 2e-5 Palmer → R&R 0.703 0.591
DistilBERTbase 2e-5 Palmer → R&R 0.737 0.5756
ALBERTbase 5e-6 R&R → Palmer 0.8341 0.3708
BERTbase 5e-6 R&R → Palmer 0.8091 0.5611
BERTlarge 5e-6 R&R → Palmer 0.8135 0.5235
RoBERTabase 5e-6 R&R → Palmer 0.8576 0.5715
RoBERTalarge 5e-6 R&R → Palmer 0.865 0.6637
DistilBERTbase 5e-6 R&R → Palmer 0.8271 0.5636
ALBERTbase 1e-5 R&R → Palmer 0.8147 0.4608
BERTbase 1e-5 R&R → Palmer 0.8182 0.5723
BERTlarge 1e-5 R&R → Palmer 0.8244 0.5389
RoBERTabase 1e-5 R&R → Palmer 0.8522 0.582
RoBERTalarge 1e-5 R&R → Palmer 0.8807 0.654
DistilBERTbase 1e-5 R&R → Palmer 0.8188 0.55
ALBERTbase 2e-5 R&R → Palmer 0.8094 0.4396
BERTbase 2e-5 R&R → Palmer 0.8274 0.5713
BERTlarge 2e-5 R&R → Palmer 0.8413 0.5889
RoBERTabase 2e-5 R&R → Palmer 0.8404 0.6071
RoBERTalarge 2e-5 R&R → Palmer 0.7961 0.5912
DistilBERTbase 2e-5 R&R → Palmer 0.8045 0.5736

Table 11: Observing cross-domain transferability between Palmer’s categories and Ruppenhofer and Rehbein
(R&R). We see a clear performance domination of the RoBERTa models.
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